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A summary of the games 

The games consist of memory activities such as visual and auditory recall, and practising 
organising matter into groups - organisational skills and sequencing skills. 

The games relate not just to improving spelling skills - but also to the background 
reasons behind the dyslexic pupil’s difficulties.  The dyslexic pupil has problems spelling 
because the part of the memory that handles this is not well developed.  The aim of the games 
in this book is to help get that part of the brain developed by persuading the pupil to take part 
in activities that will help stretch the different memory functions of the brain. 

Not every game in this book will be relevant to every pupil. If the pupil can do a game straight 
off give high praise.  Come back to it when you need high praise and achievement, but you 
should not feel the need to continue to use that game.  Every dyslexic child is different and 
success and failure will relate to strengths and weaknesses of individual dyslexic children. 

Those games that you do use will need to be adapted to the pupils in question.  Dyslexia is not 
age specific, but comprehension and understanding is.  A 14 year old can be as poor a reader 
as a six or seven year old, and will need to play the same games to overcome the problems of 
dyslexia.  Both for example may need significant help in understanding the points of the 
compass. But while, as part of the game, the 6 year old may be delighted to learn that he or 
she is now facing the home of Father Christmas, the 14 year old may take more kindly to the 
simple announcement that he or she is facing north.   Thus we must stress, this is a book of 
suggestions, starting points and ideas.   It is up to you to adapt the games to the pupils you are 
teaching. 

The games are divided into six groups as shown below: 

Games 1 to 16 Memory games (visual and auditory - recall and discrimination) 
Games 17 to 29 Organisational skills (sequencing, orientation and categorisation) 
Games 30 to 31 Key words practice 
Games 32 to 46 Word building 
Games 47 to 49 Story building 
Games 50 to 55 Literacy skills revision. 

Keeping a spelling book 

For any spelling that arises in a game, which is not known at once by the pupil, write it in the 
book.  This word should then be re-used in every game and at every opportunity, until the pupil 
develops an automatic response and is able to spell it correctly.  It should also be used as part 
of the multi-sensory approach which you will be using every day.  Game after game can be 
used to reinforce certain words - and it is worthwhile making sure that the parents have a list of 
words to use when being given games, so that they too reinforce work that has gone on at 
school. 

How simple?  How complex? 

Most games can be played at a variety of levels.  In circumstances where a pupil who has been 
failing to get anything right in relation to reading and spelling is able to play a game and get it 
right - no matter how simple the game - this can be rewarding in itself.  Therefore, we would 
ask that you do not judge games as games, but see them in relation to the psychological needs 
of your child as much as the literacy needs.  The games are designed to be adapted - if as you 
consider the way a particular game can be used with a particular pupil/student you end up 
inventing a new game, then that is all to the good.   
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 Game 2 
I went to market 

Equipment 

For the simple version of this game no 
equipment is needed.  In later versions you 
will need magazines and newspapers, a 
scrapbook, scissors and sticky tape. 

Aim 

To enhance auditory sequential memory. 

Instructions 

a) The pupil/student says, “I went to the market and I bought....” and completes the sentence 
with an object that was purchased.  (Let us assume that item is “an apple”). 

b) The second player says “I went to the market and I bought an apple and....” and a second 
item is added. 

c) The next player - or the first player again if there are only two - repeats the previous two
purchases and adds a third item.  The game continues until an error is made.

Follow up activities 

The game can be played away from the market.  “I went to school and I found...”.  Or “I went 
to Auntie Joan’s and I saw...” or even “I went to the seaside and I heard...” 

If this activity causes particular problems for the pupil/student then the pupil/student should cut 
out about ten related items from a magazine or newspaper and stick them in a circle in a 
scrapbook.  The ten items must be ones that could be bought at market or found in a 
particular shop, or at a particular place.  Alternatively they could all have something in 
common - such as musical instruments. 

The pupil/student then uses the images as a reminder of what is being purchased or seen, and 
only has to remember the order. 

You can then make the game more complex by adding items to the picture, having some items 
that are in the picture and some that are not, and finally by using the same items, but taking 
the picture away.  In this way the pupil/student has to learn the items from the picture and the 
order in which they were placed. 

This is the sort of game that can be played in a car.  Every moment that is available can be 
used - especially if you return from time to time to this game, and make sure that it is never 
challenging.  The pupil/student should never get to the stage of saying, “I never win,” or “I 
can’t do that.”  Keep the game at a level that the pupil/student can do, but which makes 
demands on the pupil/student’s level of concentration. 
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Game 21 
Odd one out 

Equipment 

Cards and objects that can be grouped. 

Aim 

To establish the concept of groups.  Dyslexic 
pupils/students often fail to see the links between 
groups, which are obvious to non-dyslexic 
pupils/students.  This simple game gives them 
more practice. 

Instructions 

a) Write out six objects or concepts on cards, or gather together six objects.
One should be the odd one out.

b) At the start of the game the odd one out should be obvious.
Later it should be more and more complex.

You might begin with:  green, yellow, blue, pink, and key ring, as an illustration. 

You could however have groups where the odd one out is much more personal: 
Yorkshire pudding, ice cream, carrots, chocolate, Coca Cola. 

The odd one out is carrots as it is the only one your pupil/student refuses to eat.  The point of 
this light-hearted approach is that it keeps the pupil/student’s interest, and allows you to throw 
in some more serious combinations in between.  As long as the pupil/student sees a logic in 
the selection then progress is being made.  If the pupil/student says, Coca Cola and then says 
it is the only drink, then that too would be right. 

Another advantage of this game is that it can reveal some unexpected difficulties that you did 
not know the pupil/student still had.  For example if in answer to the list “January April August 
Tuesday June” the pupil/student in Britain answers “January” as the rest are hot, then you 
know you must work on days, seasons and months.   

You would then try, “Spring August Autumn Winter” to find the exact depth of the 
pupil/student’s problems. 

The more debates you can have the better.  For example, “car, bus, lorry, train, van” can be 
answered by the fact that train is the only one not designed to run on the road, or lorry on the 
grounds that the others are designed to carry people.  But then you might say van is also in the 
same category and you are looking for just one odd one out - except that the van can carry 
people...  The whole point is to get the concept of the group into the heart of the 
pupil/student’s consciousness so that he or she is looking for groups. 
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Game 11 
  Mnemonics 

Equipment 

Pen and paper 

Aim 

To help pupils/students learn irregular or often mis-spelled words. 

Instructions 

a) Explain to the pupil/student how mnemonics work.
b) Take any common word that the pupil/student spells wrongly, and work out a mnemonic

for it. For example, Sam and Isabelle Dance is a mnemonic for “said” - an irregular word.

Big elephants can always upset small elephants can help the spelling of “because”.
c) To help secure the meanings in the pupil/student’s mind encourage the pupil/student to

draw a picture that the mnemonic represents.

Follow up activities 

Encourage the pupil/student to bring irregular words to you, and for you to work them out 
together.  After that let the pupil/student select a word and try for the answer on his or her own, 
bringing the result to you with both the word and the mnemonic. 

With each mnemonic that you evolve or receive from the pupil/student, it is important that the 
pupil/student is then encouraged to use it and get the spelling right.  Thus the accepted 
mnemonics must be put in a book and used whenever the spelling of that word comes up.  The 
activity of finding mnemonics itself is not enough - although this can be a very useful tool for 
the pupil/student. 
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Game 36 
Spelling choices 

Equipment 

A set of blank cards. 

Aim 

To encourage the child to recognise the different ways in 
which the same sound can be spelt. 

Instructions 

Announce the sound that you want to make the centre of this game.  (It is important that you 
only do one during one play of the game - to do more will probably make it hard for the child 
to remember the rules). 

Then discuss with the child possible ways of spelling that sound in different words.  As each 
suggestion comes up the child should write the spelling rule on one side and an example of a 
word that shows the use of that spelling.  So, for example, if you took the sound of the letter 
“a” as in cake you might come up with the following list of ways of spelling that sound: 

1: a 
a (acorn) 
a - consonant - e (cake) 
ai (mail) 
ay (stay) 
eigh (eight) 

2: i 
i (ivy) 
y as a vowel (cry) 
i consonant e (pipe) 
igh (fight) 
ie (pie) 

3: e 
e (equals) 
ee (tree) 
e consonant e (stampede) 
ea (seat) 
ie (chief) 
ey (money) 

4: o 
o (open) 
o consonant e (vote) 
ow (blow) 
oa (boat) 
oe (hoe) 
ough (though) 
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Game 39 
Word Building 

Equipment 

Cards, pen and paper. 

Aim 

To help the child with spelling, and 
show how spelling patterns from 
smaller words can re-occur in larger words. 

Instructions 

a) Select some long words, which the child has come across and may be able to spell, and
that are likely to have smaller words within them.  For example:

insect
handset
romantic
independent
broomstick
expand
outside
investigate
football

b) At first look for words that are fully spelt out - “table” in vegetable, “door” and “knob” in
doorknob, the two words in football, and “on” in television.  If you were using such a
group

c) You could point out that in some cases the longer words are clearly made up of the shorter
words - football is the game of the foot kicking the ball.  But the other words have shorter
words within them only by chance.

d) Now seek out other words, which can be found even though the letters are not in the right
order.  There is “bat” in vegetable for example.

Follow up activities 

Let the child bring in words himself or herself 

.
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Game 44 
Syllable building 

Equipment 

Two packs of cards. 

Aim 

To help children to see how syllables and words 
can come together to make new words. 

Instructions 

a) On the first pack write the first half of two syllable words.
b) On the second pack write the second syllable.
c) Shuffle the packs and then lay them out.
d) The child has to match the correct first and second syllable and say the word.

Sample words that you might use are 

Foot ball 
Black board 
Con tain 
Pic nic 
Win dow 
Break fast 
Down stairs 
Gi ant 
Po et 
Den tist 
Rab bit 
Hat pin 
Hand set 
Sand pit 
Arch way 
Sham poo 
Wind mill 
Con tact 
Nut meg 
Kind ness 
Stress ful 
Wig wam 
Ad mire 

It is important only to use words that the child will know, and not to lay out too many options 
initially, as the child may feel unable to find any pairs. 

As the child learns to spell and write new two syllable words, add them to the list.  Alternatively 
look through the child’s spelling list to find two syllable words that can be laid out in this game. 
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